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Abstract: Visible light positioning (VLP) is widely believed to be a cost-effective answer to
the growing demand for service-based indoor positioning. Meanwhile, high accuracy local-
ization is very important for mobile robots in various scenes including industrial, domestic
and public transportation workspace. In this paper, an indoor robot VLP localization system
based on Robot Operating System (ROS) is presented for the first time, aiming at promoting
the application of VLP in mature robotic system. On the basis of our previous researches, we
innovatively designed a VLP localization package which contains the basic operation control
of the robots, the features extraction and recognition of the LED-ID, cm-level positioning, and
robust dynamic tracking algorithms. This package exploited the proposed lightweight algo-
rithm, distributed framework design, the loose coupling characteristics of the ROS, and the
message communication methods among different nodes. What’s more, an efficient LED-ID
detection scheme is proposed to ensure the lightweight and accuracy of the positioning. A
prototype system has been implemented on a Turtlebot3 Robot1. Experimental results show
that the proposed system can provide robot indoor positioning accuracy within 1 cm and an
average computational time of only 0.08 s.

Index Terms: Visible light positioning (VLP), robot operating system (ROS), robot localiza-
tion, high accuracy positioning, thresholding scheme, distributed framework

1. Introduction
Nowadays, visible light communication (VLC) has attracted attention from academia and industry
since it has many advantages over the traditional radio frequency, including wide unregulated

1Experiment Demonstration is available at: https://kwanwaipang.github.io/Image/ROS.mp4
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spectrum, high security, and low cost. With the rapid development of wireless networks and the
popularity of mobile terminals, location service-based indoor positioning technology has broad
application prospects. The indoor positioning technology based on VLC (also named as visible
light positioning, VLP) employs the LED lamps as the transmitter to transmit the ID information,
and the positioning terminal realizes indoor positioning through the photodetector (PD) or the
camera. In contrast to the traditional indoor positioning technologies, such as Wi-Fi, Bluetooth,
RFID, inertia navigation, and so on [1]–[4], the VLP has the advantages of high positioning
accuracy, no electromagnetic interference, and environmental friendly [5], [6], [28]. At present, VLP
methods can be divided into two categories according to the type of the receiver: PD-based [7] and
image sensor-based [8], [29]. PD is not an ideal positioning device for mobile terminals, because
the positioning based on PD will cause large errors due to angle measurement, received signal
strength measurement, light intensity variation or the other reasons, and the accuracy of PD is
largely dependent on the direction of beam. As for the image-based method, although it requires
corresponding image processing technology and is limited by the field of view of the image sensor,
it can obtain more stable signal and has stronger anti-interference ability as the spatial separation
characteristics of lens in the image sensor [9]. Furthermore, with the popularity of image sensors
installed on commercial intelligent terminals, such as mobile phones and robots. VLP based on
image sensors has broader prospect and more commercial potential than the PD-based method,
thus having aroused the attention of many experts and scholars in the world [8], [10]–[14].

Robots are required to do more difficult and intelligent works, the application scenario of robots
becomes more complex and pluralistic. The robots might also operate in cluttered environments
and complex structures. Scenarios inside domestic or industrial workspaces can conceal different
and difficult operating situations. Hence, indoor navigation accuracy of such robots could be
significantly affected by these kinds of operation and environmental conditions. In order to enhance
the performance of robots during their works, the localization system of robots is required to be
accurate and simultaneous. Over the years, the localization of mobile robots has been well studied.
Dynamic estimation method where the position information depends on the outputs of the controller
is one of the most popular estimation methods [15]. However, only relying on noumenal sensing is
easy to have drift, having a bad impact on the autonomy-level of industrial task, which requires
localization in the environment for a long time without interruption. Beyond that, WiFi-based
positioning is also a common solution for robot positioning [16]. But owing to its inherent defect,
WiFi-based indoor positioning has been limited to precision problems. Even if the data fusion of
multiple access points is carried out through particle filtering, the positioning error is still above 1m.
Another framework for robot platforms based on image and laser sensors is presented in [17], in
which Monte Carlo Localization (MCL) algorithm and CNN algorithm are used to realize average
accuracy of 40 cm. However, unlike human beings that have perfect visual system, it is hard for
robots to accept more than decimeter level errors. And the complexity of the positioning algorithm
also determines the location delay and the hardware cost. Based on this view, as a kind of absolute
positioning, VLP should be the most potential technology for the robot indoor positioning with its
high performance [8], [14], [18]. For example, in our previous works, we realized an accuracy of
4.38 cm by using 3 LEDs in [8], and average positioning error of 0.82 cm through 2 LEDs and the
proposed calibration algorithm in [14]. In [10], it achieves an accuracy of 7.5 cm with mobile phone.
In [13], average positioning error of 17.52 cm can be achieved by using single LED.

In this paper, we novelty introduce VLP into the robot positioning system for the first time. More
specifically, we designed a VLC localization and navigation package based on the distributed
framework of the Robot Operating System (ROS), which contains the basic operation control of the
robots, LED-ID detection, dynamic cm-level VLP algorithms, and so on. We have proposed LED-ID
detection method based on feature recognition using Machine Learning (ML) [19]–[21], cm-level
VLP algorithm just using 2 LEDs [18], anti-occlusion and anti-interference dynamic LED-ROI
tracking algorithms[22], [23], in our prior demonstrations, but all of those works are limited and
independently verified by simple experimental setup. For example, as for the dynamic tracking
algorithm, we use the tracking error of the LED-ROI to simulate the theoretical positioning error
in our previous works [22], [23]. Although the tracking error can reflect the performance of the
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Fig. 1. The architecture and workflow of the proposed VLP algorithm. (a) The dynamic tracking
algorithm for LED-ROI [22]; (b) The proposed efficient LED-ID detection scheme; and (c) The cm-level
positioning algorithm using 2 LEDs [18].

algorithm, it is still no experimental verification with the positioning algorithm. Besides, as for the
LED-ID detection algorithm, the modulation and recognition method has been firstly proposed by
our previous work [19] using the ML for the feature recognition. With the generalization ability of
the ML, the modulation and recognition method based on ML has good robustness. However, ML
and image processing methods in [19]–[21] are too complexity, which create positioning latency for
mobile robot. Therefore, lightweight and robustness LED-ID detection scheme is important. There-
fore, in this paper, we integrate these effective algorithms organically in the form of ROS nodes
by the design of distributed framework and the effective message communication methods among
the nodes. What’s more, a novel lightweight and efficient LED-ID detection scheme is proposed
for the LED-ID features detection, aiming at reducing positioning latency. These features ensure
both high speed and high accuracy for indoor navigation and more comprehensive verification of
the effectiveness of the algorithms when compared to our prior works. The rest of this paper is
organized as follows. The design of the proposed VLP package based on ROS is introduced in
Section 2. And the experimental results are presented in Section 3.

2. The Workflow and Lightweight Image Processing
As shown in Fig. 1, the architecture of the proposed VLP algorithm is mainly comprised of three
parts: dynamic tracking algorithm for LED-ROI, the features of LED-ID extraction and detection,
and high precision positioning algorithm just using double LEDs. Our main contributions are the
design of the distributed VLP node (in Section 3) and the lightweight image processing algorithm
to ensure real-time operation for the mobile robot. In this section, we firstly introduce the pipeline
of the proposed VLP and the proposed efficient LED-ID detection scheme.

First of all, by controlling the on-off state of the LED, ID data can be modulated onto the emitting
visible light. The corresponding LED-ID detection can be realized by exploiting the rolling shutter
effect of the CMOS camera. The raw movie file captured by the CMOS image sensor is converted
into grayscale format, in which 255 and 0 represent full brightness and darkness respectively.
Then, the image (800 × 600) showed in Fig. 2(a) can be observed. After that, the LED-ROI
tracking method (as shown in Fig. 1(a)) is used to obtain the ROI of each LED, and a 1 × 28
matrix of grayscale levels can be obtained as shown in Fig. 2(b) and (c) (blue curve) after directly
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Fig. 2. (a) The original frame obtained by the camera, and the LED-ROI is tracking by [22]; (b) and
(c) Experimental grayscale value pattern and the applied LEXW scheme (red curve) for two LED-ROI.

selecting the middle column pixels of ROI area. For the LED-ID detection, unlike the traditional
optical camera communication (OCC) method [24], [25], [30], we use the OOK-PWM modulation
method to introduce different features to the light and dark stripes captured in the image for different
LED-ID, rather than directly demodulation (as shown in Fig. 1(b)). It can avoid the synchronize
process, increase the accuracy of ID detection, and improve the robustness through the features
detection and recognition method (have been verified in [9], [19]–[21]).

In general, more than 70% of the time-cost in the whole VLP scheme will be spent on ID-detection
[9]. In order to reduce the positioning latency, we cannot use the complexity ML methods proposed
in [19]–[21] for the LED-ID feature detection and classification. Without the strong generalization
ability of the ML, it is very important to detect LED-ID feature or recover the logic light and dark
stripes accurately, as the LED-ID features recognition performance is usually limited by the number
of pixel row per bit. In our previous work [26], we verified that just changing the LED luminaire
with more uniformity light output, the blooming effect could be removed. However, there is still a
high data fluctuation owing to different illumination falling into different parts of the CMOS image
sensor, which would affect the logic decision for the LED-ID features recognition. Therefore, two
novel processes are employed as indicated in the “interpolation module” and “thresholding module”
boxes in Fig. 1(b). Firstly, in order to increase the number of effective features for feature extraction,
Cubic Spline Interpolation (CSI) is proposed and applied. Hence, the 1 × 28 matrix is expanded to
1 × 109 matrix after the proposed interpolation module.

Apart from the CSI, in order to properly defining the logic 1 and 0 to obtain accurate feature infor-
mation in this highly fluctuated grayscale value pattern, we propose the efficient Local Extremum
based on Sliding Window (LEXW), as shown in Fig. 3. The LEXW is to find the local maximum
points and local minimum points in the expanded matrix in turn. The average value between the
local maximum and local minimum is the threshold. We firstly define a sliding window, which is a
matrix of 1 × n (n is the sampling rate), slides from the current extreme point. Then, finding the
maximum point of the 1 × 109 matrix (the first local maximum); where Pmax and Gmax represent
the position and the corresponding grayscale value of the maximum point. Next step is to find the
local minimum, which is done by increasing or decreasing the pixel position of the last element of
the sliding window Psl ide (initialized to Psl ide = Pmax + n for increasing, and Psl ide = Pmax for decreasing)
and its corresponding grayscale value is Gsl ide. A reference threshold Tr is set to avoid the fluctuation
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Fig. 3. Flow diagram showing the working principle of the proposed LEXW scheme.

caused by noises. When the local minimum is determined, the threshold value is the average of
local maximum and local minimum; its pixel row location and grayscale value are Gt hreshol d and P
respectively. The next procedure is almost the same but finding local maximum instead of local
minimum. This loop will stop until the sliding window is shifted to the edge of the 1 × 109 matrix.
Fig. 2(b) and (c) shows the LED-ROI grayscale value pattern and the applied LEXW scheme (red
curve). After the LEXW, grayscale levels turn into data logics. Then, the features of the LED-ID,
such as the frequency, duty cycle, pixel area, and phase difference coefficient proposed in [3]–[5],
can be obtained for the features recognition to detect the LED-ID. Finally, the global coordinates
of the LEDs can be obtained to calculate the positioning of the terminal through the positioning
algorithm in [18].

3. The Design of VLP Package Based on ROS
In this section, we introduce the design of the proposed VLP package based on the ROS with
the distributed framework concept. ROS is an open source Meta-Operating System for robots.
It includes hardware abstraction layer similar to operating systems. However, unlike conven-
tional operating systems, it can be used for numerous combinations of hardware implementa-
tion. Furthermore, it is a robot software platform that provides various development environ-
ments specialized for developing robot application programs. Last but not the least, it is also
a well-equipped framework which integrates a lot of basic function for the control of mobile
robot.

ROS is developed in unit of nodes, which is the minimum unit of executable program that has
broken down for the maximum reusability. The node exchanges data with other nodes through
messages forming a large program as a whole. The proposed VLP package is composed of
four nodes, and we name them as: MVCAM Node, CamKF Node, ID-Detection Node, and
VLC2Locator Node, respectively. There are two different methods of exchanging messages: a topic
which provides a unidirectional message transmission/reception, and a service which provides a
bidirectional message request/response, in the proposed VLP package. The structure of the pro-
posed VLP package and the message communication methods among those nodes are shown in
Fig. 4.

3.1 The Design of MVCAM Node

The proposed cm-level VLC positioning method can use 2 LEDs as the base-station and one
CMOS camera as receiver to achieve 3D positioning, whose principle can be referred to our
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Fig. 4. The structure and message communication methods of the proposed VLP package.

Fig. 5. Experimental platform of the proposed VLP package based on robot. (a) The LED lamp; (b) The
Turtlebot 3 robot; and (c) The Environment 1.

previous work [18]. The control and program of the CMOS camera to get the images, which
is the source of the LED-ID and position information, is the basic of the whole VLP package.
The pseudo-code and design concept of this node is shown in Code 1. The CMOS industrial
camera is installed vertically on the turtlebot3 (as shown in Fig. 5(b)) to capture the light and dark
stripes from the LEDs installed on the ceiling, through the rolling shutter effect by designing the
related Application Programming Interface (Line 2-8 in Code 1). We name processing and control
program of this CMOS camera as MindVision camera node (MVCAM), which converts the video
to ROS image messages and then publishes it to the “camera/image” topic. The topic in ROS is
an asynchronous method which uses the same type of message for both publisher and subscriber
[9], [27]. The subscriber node receives the information of publisher node corresponding to the
identical topic name (the “camera/image” topic) registered in the master. As topic is unidirectional
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and remain connected to continuously send or receive messages, it is suitable for sensor data that
requires publishing messages periodically. Based on this information, we use the “camera/image”
topic to transmit the message from the CMOS camera, and the other nodes can directly connect
the MVCAM Node to receive the image messages.

3.2 The Design of CamKF Node

After receiving the raw image message using rolling shutter effect from the CMOS camera, we
obtain the LED-ROI through the proposed CamKF node whose pseudo-code and design concept
are shown in Code 2. The proposed CamKF node represents “LED-ROI Tracking and Extraction
Method using Improved Camshift-Kalman Algorithm”, which has been firstly proposed in our prior
work [22]. A structure is defined in this node, whose members include Vector tracking window,
LED-ID, and the x and y coordinates of the tracking window (detected LED-ROI) in the image.
The proposed CamKF Node is the central administration of the proposed VLP package based on
ROS (as shown in Fig. 4). Using the CamKF Node to extract the LED-ROI areas in the images
based on the “camera/image” topic which is published from the MVCAM Node. After that, the
extract LED-ROI areas are published, and the ID identification request is immediately issued to the
LED-ID detection node (ID-Detection Node in Code 3) through the “ID_recognition_srv” service.
Service is a bidirectional synchronous communication between the service client requesting a
service and the service server responding to the request [27]. A service consists of a service
server (ID-Detection Node) that responds only when there is a request and a service client
(CamKF Node) that can send requests (ID identification request) as well as receiving responses
(the result of LED-ID detection). Service does not maintain the connection, so we use the service
here to reduce the load of the network rather than using the topic. During the whole process,
the LED-ID message (from the ID-Detection Node) and the coordinates of the tracking window
(LED-ROI message from the CamKF Node) are encapsulated in the customized “LED_info _srv”
service, which can send positioning calculation requests to the VLC positioning node (VLC2Locator
Node in Code4). As the robot is moving, if a new unmarked LED appears in the subsequent
process, the ID identification request is immediately issued to the ID-Detection Node again
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through the “ID_recognition_srv”, which can update the LED-ID message in the “LED_info _srv”
service.

3.3 The Design of ID-Detection Node

This node responds to the ID identification request of the CamKF Node, using the proposed LED-ID
detection method and the efficient LED-ID detection scheme (mentioned in Section 2) to recognize
the LED-ID in LED-ROI, and return the results to the CamKF Node. The pseudo-code of the node
is as follows:
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3.4 The Design of VLC2Locator Node

The VLC2Locator Node is the positioning coordinate calculation node. It subscribes the messages
from the “LED_info _srv” service of the CamKF Node, and then, returns the positioning result and
as the interface of the proposed VLP package to the basic operation control of the robots through
the XML/RPC calls under the TCP/IP protocol. The pseudo-code of the VLC2Locator node is as
follows:

4. Experiment
4.1 Experiment Setup

Experiments with field tests have been conducted to evaluate the performance of the proposed
indoor navigation system in terms of positioning accuracy and positioning speed. The experimental
platform and the related specifications are shown in Fig. 5 and Table 1. A MindVision UB-300
industrial CMOS camera is installed vertically on the Turtlebot3 whose processor is Pi 3 Model
B with Quad ARM Cortex-A53 Core 1.2 GHz Broadcom BCM2837 64 bit CPU and 1 GB RAM.
In general, we need two computers for the ROS development because the netbook in the robot
generally doesn’t have sufficient resources to handle the graphic requirements. In the Turtlebot3,
the Raspberry Pi 3 is the netbook in the robot, as its weak processing power, most of the nodes
of the VLP package including the image processing, and the basic operation control of the robots
are run at the remote control laptop (the Workstation), except the MVCAM Node and the motor
drive node. Therefore, the video captured by the MVCAM Node should be transmitted to the laptop
through the Local Area Network (LAN), and the size of the captured image influence the real-time
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TABLE 1

Parameters of the Experimental Platform

ability, which would be discussed in Section 4.3. Last but not the least, the LED lamp (Fig. 5(a))
used in our experiment is from the LIPHY COMPANY in Hong Kong. It is an integrated LED lamp
with VLP function and the Bluetooth, which makes the VLC data (LED-ID) / frequency can be easily
configured by the Android mobile phone.

Robot needs a map for positioning and navigation, so we need to create a map and give it to
the robot, or the robot should be able to create a map by itself. In this paper, we use the Laser
Distance Sensor (LDS) in the Turtlebot 3 to convert 3D information into 2D information of the XY
plane. After building the map, the VLP package and the other nodes related to motion control can be
run directly in the Turtlebot 3. Fig. 6 is the user interface (UI) of the proposed VLP package based
on ROS robot in Rviz which is the primary 3D visualization tool for ROS [27]. The Display setting
is used to control the displayed information, and the Perspective setting in the right of the UI is
used to set the viewing angle. The image shown at the bottom left of the UI is the real-time images
of two LEDs captured by CMOS camera installed in the robot. The middle part of this UI is the
main interface of the robot visualization, showing the current map and the VLP position estimation
results. The map was constructed by SLAM and indicated the locations of the four columns and
walls corresponding to the experimental Environment 1. The purple dots are the VLP positioning
results of the mobile robot, the gray block is the model of robot with camera. The latest position
estimation results can be seen in the local close-up, which is exactly in line with the position of
the industrial camera model on the robot. While the green arrow indirectly reflects the position of
the robot obtained by the lidar and IMU using the Adaptive Monte Carlo localization (AMCL) fusion
localization.

It is worth to mention that, without loss of generality, in order to test the performance of our
proposed VLP package based on ROS, we also setup another two robot indoor positioning system
in different environments (as can be shown in Fig. 7). Environment 2 is the scene on the left side of
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Fig. 6. The UI of the proposed VLP package based on ROS robot.

Fig. 7. Other robot localization systems established using the proposed VLP package based on ROS.

this figure, which has been accepted for the Demo Zone at the 2020 Optical Fiber Communication
Conference (OFC). Environment 3 is the scene on the right side of this figure, which is a bigger
room with the height of 2.85 m in an office. For those two environments, we just list the cases
to show reproducibility and effectiveness of our proposed VLP package based on ROS. For the
readers who are interested in those two setups, please refer to our OFC demo in March 2020. In
this paper, we just analysis the positioning performance of the Environment 1. A video demo is
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Fig. 8. The stability of stationary positioning. (a) Without positioning error calibration method; (b) With
positioning error calibration method.

shown at the footer of the first page of this paper, which shows the demo of the proposed VLP
package in robot localization and navigation.

4.2 Positioning Accuracy

In general, numbers of locations were randomly chosen in the experimental field of the VLP
accuracy verification, then, the positioning error for each location was calculated by comparing
the actual spatial position and the estimated position. We name it as stationary positioning. Here,
we innovatively proposed to use Dispersion Circle (DC) to test the accuracy and stability of the
stationary positioning. Since all the positioning results of one test point are distributed in the DC,
which can be used to evaluate the distribution of the positioning result. The Dispersion Radius of
the DC is the maximum fluctuation of positioning results, while the Euler distance between the
center of the DC and the actual position of the test point is the average positioning accuracy. The
locations of the robot is kept still at the coordinate of (0, 0) to test the DC performance, which can
be seen in Fig. 8(a). The red line in Fig. 8(a) represents the positioning accuracy of the proposed
VLP package is 1.297 cm, and the fluctuation positioning error (the radius of the DC) would be
within 0.6583 cm. Through the positioning error calibration method proposed in our previous work
[14], the positioning accuracy of the proposed VLP package can be improved to 0.5 cm with a
fluctuation of 0.4275 cm(as shown in Fig. 8(b)).

What’s more, 36 uniformly distributed test locations are randomly chosen in the experimental
field. Each test point is measured 12 times, obtaining in a total of 432 stationary positioning results,
which can be seen in Fig. 9. More than 90% positioning errors are less than 1.417 cm, and the
average positioning error is 0.82 cm.

As for the mobile robot which is moving, it is really hard to know the exact actual position
of the robot without using complexity motion capture system. As we just give the command for
straight movement at a fixed speed to the robot in our experiments, which means that if the initial
position and orientation of the robot are not exactly aligned, the actual trajectory of the robot would
deviate from the given command trajectory. Then the estimated trajectory of the VLP package
would deviate from the given command trajectory, which is a normal experimental phenomenon.
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Fig. 9. The accuracy of stationary positioning. (a) The actual position of the test points and the
estimated position of the proposed VLP package; (b) The cumulative distribution function (CDF) curves
of positioning errors.

Therefore, we record the starting position and the ending position of the robot to represent the
actual trajectory of the robot. We calculate the positioning error through comparing the command
trajectory, actual trajectory of the robot and the estimated trajectory estimated by the proposed VLP
package. For the dynamic positioning, we just test two different commands for the robot: moving
from (−35, 0) to (35, 0) and moving from (0, −35) to (0, 35), which can be seen in Fig. 10(a)
and (b) (More dynamic positioning results can be seen in the video demo). The robot is moving
along the given command trajectory (the green line) at a speed of 4 cm/s, while blue line is the
actual trajectory of the robot obtained by measuring the start and end points of the robot. The
yellow line is the estimated trajectory of the proposed VLP package, which is obtained by fitting
the VLP estimated results with the least square method. To evaluate the accuracy of the dynamic
positioning, we sampled the test points from the green line and the yellow line. More specifically,
as the exact actual position of a moving robot is not available, we just only use the command
trajectory which controls the actual trajectory of the robot as the reference to calculate the dynamic
positioning errors. Although the actual trajectory of the robot have errors comparing the given
command, the errors between the VLP estimated trajectory and the command trajectory is still
persuasive. The CDF of the dynamic positioning errors can be seen in Fig. 10(c). It is worth to
mention that, the position results of the VLP package is the coordinates of the center of CMOS
camera, which can be converted to the center of the robot through the Transform Frame (TF)
transformation.

4.3 Real-Time Performance

Positioning speed is another important factor that affects positioning system. Low positioning
speed hinders the efforts of adopting indoor positioning in practice, especially for the mobile robot.
Therefore, lightweight and effective process algorithm is very important to reduce the positioning
latency. In this section, the average positioning time is tested to evaluate the effectiveness of the
structure and message communication methods of the proposed VLP package. As what has been
mentioned in Section 4.1, due to the weak processing power of the Raspberry Pi in the Turtlebot 3,
most of the proposed VLP package process including: the positioning calculation, image process,
and so on, can’t be proposed in the Raspberry Pi directly. Therefore, the image captured by the
CMOS camera in the robot need to be transmitted to the remote laptop to process. However, the
transmission of the “camera/image” topic to the laptop through the network would cause time-cost
which lead to the positioning latency. To test this conjecture, the average positioning time is tested
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Fig. 10. The accuracy of dynamic positioning. (a) The experiment result of robot moving from (−35, 0)
to (35, 0); (b) The experiment result of robot moving from (0, −35) to (0, 35); (c) The CDF curves of
positioning errors in (a) and (b).

in different setup (two variables: the resolution of the captured image and the transmission medium
between the robot and laptop), whose results can be seen in Table 2.

The positioning time of the proposed VLP package based on robot was measured carefully.
The positioning time is started at image captured in the CMOS camera node and ended at the
position estimation, including all of the algorithm process and messages communication among
different nodes in the whole ROS system. We set the timer and counter in the program, the
average positioning time is obtained by 5 minutes positioning and navigation experiment. As can
be seen in Table 2, when the USB line is used as the transmission medium between the robot
and laptop, the average positioning time can be reduced from 0.4 s to 0.08 s. It means that if a
more powerful processer is used in the robot rather than the Raspberry Pi, the all of the nodes of
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TABLE 2

Average Positioning Time

the proposed VLP package can directly run in the robot platform rather than the laptop, then the
average positioning time for each positioning of the proposed VLP package should be within 0.08 s.
With the improvement of the processing capacity of Turtlebot based on ROS, the proposed VLC
package will be processed directly on the robot. Only the positioning results will be fed back to the
remote control book.

5. Conclusion
In this paper, an indoor robot VLP positioning package based on ROS is proposed. Detailed
explanations are given to its design of the VLP package and the message communication among
different nodes in the ROS. What’s more, an efficient LED-ID detection scheme for rolling shutter-
patterning is proposed, which not only can be used for the features of LED-ID recognition but also is
suitable for the thresholding of conventional OCC. A prototype system has been implemented on a
Turtlebot3 Robot, and the experiment evaluate that the proposed system can provide robot indoor
positioning accuracy within 1 cm and an average computational time of only 0.08 s. This study
pushed forward the development of VLP technology application in robots and lay a foundation
for transplanting to other ROS robot platforms, showing the great potential of VLC localization for
indoor robot positioning.
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